The Mamluks seize Power
1250-1260

- Mamluk territory in 1250
- Annexed 1253
- Annexed 1260
- Christian territory c.1260
- Capital of Mamluk provinces by 1291
- Syrian forces under al-Nasir Yusuf
- Mamluk forces
- Battle

1260 Damascus falls to Mongols
July 1250 al-Nasir Yusuf of Aleppo proclaimed Sultan at Damascus
Sept 1260 Mamluks defeat Mongols and take control of Muslim Syria

May 1250 Mamluks kill Sultan Turan Shah and seize Egypt in a coup
Feb 1251 Mamluks invade Egypt
Apr 1253 Mamluks annex part of Palestine
Dec 1250 al-Nasir Yusuf invades Egypt